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Comunicato stampa n. 4/2021 

 

FIM ENDURO VINTAGE TROPHY 

all’Isola d’Elba 
 

The pre-registration phase for the competition has been completed 

 

The FIM ENDURO VINTAGE TROPHY enters its second phase. On May 15, pre-registrations 

for the world competition that will take place from 20 to 23 October on the Island of Elba had 

been closed. The organizer Moto Club chaired by Daniele Anichini received over 400 (maximum 

number foreseen by the Supplementary Regulations) pre-registration forms, it took a few more 

days to settle the numerosi requests received. This is a sign of the great interest around, 

nationally and internationally, by this new competitive proposal of the FIM which, we remind you, 

is not only a historical re-enactment of the legendary Six Days of 1981 on the Island of Elba, but 

also the first Vintage Regularity team trophy called FIM ENDURO VINTAGE TROPHY. 

 

Starting from next Tuesday, June 15 th, each Federation and each Moto Club that have 

respectively registered one or more of their teams to the VETERAN TROPHY and to the SILVER 

VASE will receive an email confirming the pre-registration, inviting them to complete the 

registration with the payment. of the balance (of € 300) no later than next 5 September. 

Any changes to the team pre-registration form must be sent to us by e-mail by 20 September. 

Once the registration procedure has been formalized, we will publish the complete list of 

participants, both at the VETERAN TROPHY and at the SILVER VASE. 

 

There is also a waiting list, due to the large number of forms received. The pilot, individually pre-

registered, who is in this list drawn up on the basis of the admission criteria (as regards the Italian 

pilots) and on the basis of the date of submission of the form, will receive an email with the 

communication that will allow to formalize their practice registration only in case of renouncement 

of another driver. 

 

Satisfaction with the great national and international response that the FIM ENDURO VINTAGE 

TROPHY was expressed by the President of the Moto Club Isola d'Elba, Daniele Anichini who, 

together with the race director Paolo Buratti and all his team, is working tirelessly for the 

success of this first edition. 


